New PhD Ambassador on the IAS Board of Associates

Anna Keuchenius was recently appointed to the IAS Board of Associates. In her role as PhD Ambassador she will represent the next generation of researchers in the Board.

UvA invests in urban mental health

The new research priority area "Urban Mental Health" will be officially launched at the international ABC symposium "The Emergent Disturbed Mind: From Complex Systems to Action", on June 27th.

Interview with IAS fellow Luc Coffeng

Epidemiologist and mathematical modeller Luc Coffeng talks about his experience as visiting fellow at the IAS, and how his fellowship inspired him to start exploring new research fields.
Perspective paper on causality in climate sciences

A perspective article on causation and modelling in climate sciences, to which several IAS-affiliated researchers have contributed, was recently published in Nature Communications.

Educators' Challenge Award for IAS guest researcher Roland Kupers

The Educators' Challenge is a competition created by the Global Challenges Foundation. Roland Kupers and Sara Heinrich received the prize for their high school curriculum in complexity science.
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